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Abstract— Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been
successfully used in various Music Information Retrieval (MIR)
tasks, both as end-to-end models and as feature extractors
for more complex systems. However, the MIR field is still
dominated by the classical VGG-based CNN architecture vari-
ants, often in combination with more complex modules such
as attention, and/or techniques such as pre-training on large
datasets. Deeper models such as ResNet – which surpassed VGG
by a large margin in other domains – are rarely used in MIR.
One of the main reasons for this, as we will show, is the lack
of generalization of deeper CNNs in the music domain.
In this paper, we present a principled way to make deep
architectures like ResNet competitive for music-related tasks,
based on well-designed regularization strategies. In particular,
we analyze the recently introduced Receptive-Field Regulariza-
tion and Shake-Shake, and show that they significantly improve
the generalization of deep CNNs on music-related tasks, and
that the resulting deep CNNs can outperform current more
complex models such as CNNs augmented with pre-training and
attention. We demonstrate this on two different MIR tasks and
two corresponding datasets, thus offering our deep regularized
CNNs as a new baseline for these datasets, which can also be
used as a feature-extracting module in future, more complex
approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been suc-
cessfully used in various Music Information Retrieval (MIR)
tasks, both as end-to-end models and as feature extractors
for more complex systems. For instance – to take just the
two MIR problems that we will focus on in this paper –,
CNNs have become an essential tool for tasks like mono- and
polyphonic instrument recognition [1]–[5] or general music
auto-tagging from spectrograms [6] or waveforms [7].
In recent years, deep learning research has been progress-
ing in various directions such as designing new architecture
topologies, building specialised processing units, and devel-
oping transfer learning techniques. For example, in machine
vision, very deep architectures such as ResNet [8] and
DenseNet [9] have been shown to yield superior performance
compared to VGG [10] architectures, due to the special
topological structure of their convolutional layers. Also,
the benefit of transfer learning, in the form of pre-training
models on large datasets such as ImageNet [11], has been
demonstrated on various vision tasks [12]. In the field of
NLP, attention mechanisms [13] have been proposed as a
new processing unit, and have established a new state-of-
the-art.
Following this trend, the MIR community has adopted
many of these success stories for various music-related
tasks. In instrument recognition, for instance, some recent
classification methods make use of pre-trained feature-
extraction CNNs to obtain low-dimensional spectrogram
embeddings [5], [14]; these feature extraction CNNs are typ-
ically trained on large-scale datasets, such as AudioSet [15].
Moreover, [4] and [16] incorporate an attention mechanism,
in combination with embeddings of a pre-trained CNN. In
music auto-tagging, recent work employing self-attention
with CNN front-end and CNN or CRNN (convolutional
RNN) back-end have achieved competitive results on the
tagging task, with a focus on interpretability [17]. There have
also been successful attempts at using musically-motivated
CNNs [18] that tune the convolution filter sizes in the time
or frequency directions.
However, very deep architectures such as ResNet, which
have proven so successful in domains like machine vision,
have met with limited success in the MIR field. In this paper,
we shed light on why such convolutional architectures do not
perform well on some MIR tasks and datasets, relating the
problem to their generalization ability, which again is due to
their depth and the consequent growth of their receptive fields
(RFs). In particular, we will show how the generalization
ability of CNN models is related to their RFs. Finally, we
analyze two regularization techniques – Receptive Field (RF)
Regularization and Shake-Shake Regularization – for CNNs,
and show that with such simple regularization techniques,
fully convolutional models without any attention or pre-
training on large datasets, can outperform more complex
approaches. For demonstration and analysis, we choose two
specific MIR tasks – emotion and theme auto-tagging and
instrument recognition – along with pertinent benchmark
datasets. We also release our trained models and experiments
source code1, to offer our models to the MIR community as
a new baseline for these datasets.
II. REGULARIZATION APPROACHES
In this section, we introduce the regularization techniques
that we investigate in our experiments. We study two tech-
niques: (a) Receptive-Field Regularization and (b) Shake-
Shake Regularization. Both of these can be seen as a kind
of inductive bias introduced in the architectural design of
the CNN itself, regardless of the learning and optimization
regulators.
1https://github.com/kkoutini/cpjku_dcase19
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A. Receptive-Field Regularization
Receptive-Field (RF) Regularization was introduced by
Koutini et al. [19] in the context of acoustic scene classi-
fication tasks. They show that CNNs with larger receptive
fields over the input spectograms tend to overfit on the
training scenes and have a lower performance when tested
on new scenes and environments. In other words, CNNs
with larger RF – such as common deep CNNs used in
the vision domain – learn features from the spectograms
that don’t generalize well. CNNs that utilize this regular-
ization technique have shown a lot of success in different
acoustic tasks and achieved top ranks in challenges and
benchmarks, in particular, device-invariant acoustic scene
classification [20]–[24], audio tagging with noisy labels
and minimal supervision [22], [25], and open set acoustic
scene classification [20], [26], low-complexity acoustic scene
classification.
The RF of a neuron in a convolutional layer refers to
the slice of the layer input that influences the neuron’s
activation. A convolutional layer input can be the activations
of a previous convolution layer or the network input; in both
cases, we call the layer’s input feature map. The size of
the RF of each neuron w.r.t the layer’s input feature map is
determined by the size of its filter: the larger the filter, the
larger the portion of the input feature map that can affect
the neuron’s activation. The receptive field RFn of neurons
in a layer n w.r.t the input spectograms is affected by all the
previous layers, and can be calculated recursively as shown
in Equation 1 [19]:
Sn = Sn−1 ∗ sn
RFn = RFn−1+(kn−1)∗Sn (1)
where Sn, RFn are cumulative stride and RF of a neuron in
the layer n to the input spectograms. sn, kn are stride and
filter size of layer n, respectively. We define the RF of a
CNN as the RF of the last convolutional layer.
Equation 1 shows that we can control the RF of a CNN by
changing the filter sizes k or the strides s of different layers
or by changing the total number of layers. Koutini et al. [19]
propose a method to gradually decrease the RF of a CNN
by changing the filters sizes of deeper convolutional layers
to 1×1, because layers with 1×1 filters do not increase the
total RF of the CNN. They also show that the effect of RF-
regularization is independent on the number of parameters
of a network.
We base our investigation on their proposed ResNet [19],
[27], furthermore we adapt the method for a VGG [10] based
architecture for comparison. We present the details of the
architectures in Section IV.
B. Shake-Shake Regularization
Gastaldi [28] proposed Shake-Shake as regularization
technique to counter overfitting in computer vision. Shake-
Shake works by replacing the summation of the branches of
a multi-branch CNN (such as ResNet [8]) with a stochastic
affine combination. In other words, the branches’ outputs
are weighted with random weights that add up to 1, and
then summed up (as illustrated in Figure 1). He shows
that applying Shake-Shake improves the generalization of
ResNets on different datasets in computer vision. He pro-
poses a ResNet with three parallel branches – two con-
volution and the identity branch – where he weights the
branches with random weights in forward pass and differ-
ent random weights in the backward pass. The introduced
gradient noise was shown to help in decorrelation of the
branches and therefore countering overfitting. Gastaldi [28]
shows that using the Shake operation, the models achieves
better overall performance and better decorrelation between
the branches compared to simply summing up the branches.
Gastaldi [28] also shows that Shake-Shake networks using
fewer parameters outperform similar networks on CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100 [29].
III. MUSICAL TASKS
For the demonstration and analysis of the previously de-
scribed regularization methods, we choose two specific MIR
tasks – emotion and theme detection and instrument recog-
nition – along with recently released benchmark datasets.
Both are essentials tasks in MIR with various downstream
applications such as music browsing, discovery, and recom-
mendation.
In the following we describe both tasks, chosen datasets
and recent approaches for modelling them.
A. Emotion and Theme Detection in Music
The task of emotion and theme detection is a multi-label
auto-tagging task where the tags are emotion/mood/theme
descriptors of the associated musical piece. It adds to con-
ventional emotion recognition, by using a more diverse set
of tags including those that are associated with the mood
or theme of the piece. The data comes from a subset of
the MTG-Jamendo dataset [30] released in the Emotion and
Theme Recognition in Music Task at the MediaEval-2019
Benchmark [31]. The subset contains the samples that are
annotated with mood and theme annotations. We will refer to
this subset as MTG-Jamendo dataset throughout this paper.
The data was collected from the publicly available music
collection of Jamendo and the tags are provided by the
content uploaders.
The dataset has raw audio of full-length songs and the
associated tag labels. There are 57 mood/theme labels - some
examples being happy, dark, epic, melodic, love, film, space
etc.
CNNs dominated the approaches on this dataset at the
MediaEval-2019 Benchmark [30], [32]–[35]. The baseline
model uses a VGG-like network with five convolutional
layers with max-pooling and a single dense layer with
dropout. Sukhavasi and Adapa [33] use MobileNetV2 [36]
with self-attention [13] to capture temporal relations. Amiri-
parian et al [34] use pre-trained CNNs on Audioset [15]
and ImagesNet [37] to extract features and recurrent neural
networks that operate on these features.
B. Instrument Recognition
We refer to instrument recognition (also called instrument
identification, or instrument tagging) as the task of detecting
the presence or absence of instrument classes in music
recordings. From a machine learning perspective, instrument
detection, in its general form, is considered a multi-class,
multi-label classification task.
The MIR literature [2]–[4], [38] distinguishes between
three settings for instrument identification, i.e., instrument
identification in isolated note recordings, in single instru-
ment sounds, and in recordings which allow simultaneously
playing instruments. The third of the three, polyphonic
instrument identification, is considered more challenging due
to its broader setting, but also more interesting in real-world
applications.
In our experiments, we work with OpenMIC-2018 [5],
a freely available dataset of 20,000 music clips for poly-
phonic instrument classification. The corpus is composed of
CC-by licensed recordings collected from the Free Music
Archive [39]. Each audio clip has a duration of roughly 10
seconds and is weakly annotated with soft labels. Individual
samples are, on average, annotated for roughly two out
of twenty instruments, the remaining labels are marked as
unknown. For further statistics, and details regarding data
collection and annotation, we refer the reader to the original
paper [5].
We are comparing our approach to a set of state-of-the-
art methods for instrument tagging on the OpenMIC-2018
dataset. Several of these approaches [4], [5], [16] use a pre-
trained feature extraction VGG-like [10] CNN trained on
AudioSet [15], which generates embeddings of 0.96-second
spectrogram snippets to 128-dimensional vectors. These em-
beddings – commonly called VGGish embeddings – are
used as inputs for tagging models of varying complexity.
Humphrey et al. [5] use a random-forest model on those
features. Gururani et al. [4] compared a fully connected
network, a recurrent neural network, and an attention-based
model, all trained on the VGGish embeddings. They reported
performance improvements when incorporating the attention
mechanism. Anhari [16] trained a Bi-directional [40] network
combined with an attention mechanism [41] on the VGGish
embeddings. Castel-Branco et al. [42] use a different ap-
proach, they relabel clips of OpenMic using external data
and report improvements over the baseline.
IV. ARCHITECTURES
In this section, we explain the architectures used in our
experiments and how we applied the regularization methods
discussed in Section II. We use the same architectures for
both tasks and datasets. We vary the receptive field size of
each architecture (as explained in their respective sections)
and report the results
A. ResNet
We use the ResNet [8] proposed in [19] as a base ar-
chitecture and follow their proposed method to apply RF
regularization. The details of the architecture ( Referred to as
TABLE I: The outline of CP_ResNet architectures [27]
RB Number RB Config
Input 5×5 stride=2
1 3×3, 1×1, P
2 x1× x1, x2× x2, P
3 x3× x3, x4× x4
4 x5× x5, x6× x6, P
5 x7× x7, x8× x8
6 x9× x9, x10× x10
7 x11× x11, x12× x12
8 x13× x13, x14× x14
9 x15× x15, x16× x16
10 x17× x17, x18× x18
11 x19× x19, x20× x20
12 x21× x21, x22× x22
RB: Residual Block, P: 2×2 max pooling after the block.
xk ∈ {1,3}: hyper parameter we use to control the RF
of the network. Number of channels per RB:
128 for RBs 1-4; 256 for RBs 5-8; 512 for RBs 9-12.
TABLE II: Mapping ρ values to the maximum RF of
CP_ResNet (networks configured as in Table I). ρ controls
the maximum RF by setting the xk as explained in Eq. (2)
[27].
ρ value Max RF ρ value Max RF
0 23×23 1 31×31
2 39×39 3 55×55
4 71×71 5 87×87
6 103×103 7 135×135
8 167×167 9 199×199
10 231×231 11 263×263
12 295×295 13 327×327
14 359×359 15 391×391
16 423×423 17 455×455
18 487×487 19 519×519
20 551×551 21 583×583
CP_ResNet) are explained in [27]) where a hyper-parameter
ρ is introduced to control the receptive field of the network
as Explained in Table I and Equation (2).
xk =
{
3 if k ≤ ρ
1 if k > ρ
(2)
Changing the ρ value will affect the number of 3 × 3
convolutional layers in the network, and therefore the final
receptive field. For example, in order to have a receptive
field of 135×135, we set ρ = 7. This will result in a CNN
configured as explained in Table I with xk = 3 for k ∈ [1,5]
and xk = 1 otherwise. Table II shows the receptive field of
the network to each ρ values.2
This setup allows us to test similar ResNet variants with
gradually varying RF size over the input and study how
small changes in the RF size reflects on the networks
generalization.
B. VGG
In order to compare the performance of ResNet models
with VGG-based [10] models in different RF configurations
2 The source code of CP_ResNet can be found at https://github.
com/kkoutini/cpjku_dcase19/
we design a VGG based CNN similar to the ResNet de-
scribed in the previous section. Since VGG [10] lacks the
residual connection and therefore fitting deeper VGG based
CNNs can be harder (As shown in [8] ), we don’t allow
the trailing 1× 1 convolutional layers. In other words, we
iteratively remove 3× 3 convoluational layers instead of
replacing them with 1× 1 filter. The proposed base VGG
architecture has the same structure as outlined in Table I
without the residual connections and has a RF size of
583×583. We then train the network after removing the last
convolutional layer, which decreases the RF of the CNN. We
repeat this process for all the previous convolutional layers
and report the results.
C. Shake-Shake ResNet
Mul(α)
CONV BLOCK
Mul(1-α)
CONV BLOCK
+
Input feature map
Output feature map
Fig. 1: Shake-Shake Convolutional block in SS ResNet. α
controls the weights of the branches.
We also design Shake-Shake ResNet (SS ResNet) to have
identical RF configurations as the previous CNNs, in order
to to be able to compare the different architectures on the
same RF size. The base SS ResNet has a similar structure
to ResNet as outlined in Table I but with replacing each
block (line in the table) with two parallel identical blocks
and applying the Shake-Shake operation on their output as
explained in Section II-B and illustrated in Figure 1. Where
α is sampled randomly per input sample in each layer and
in both the forward and the backward pass. We set α = 0.5
when evaluating the models or predicting, which gives equal
weights to the branches.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Spectrograms
We use perceptually-weighted Mel-scaled spectograms
with 256 Mel frequency bins and use the training set mean
and standard deviation to normalize the CNNs input. In
OpenMIC, where the audio clips have a 10-second length,
we use a window size of 2048 and 75% overlap to extract a
frame in the spectogram with Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT). However, in the MTG-Jamando datasets the audio
clips are longer. Therefore, we randomly sample a smaller
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Fig. 2: Testing PR-AUC of the CNNs on MTG-Jamendo
clip from the songs in each batch due to memory limitations.
We decrease the spectogram extraction window overlap to
25%. This increases the time-span covered by two consecu-
tive frames in the spectograms and leading to cover a larger
portion of the songs in a single batch of the CNN input.
B. Model Training
We use Adam [43] to train our models. We train all
the networks for 150 epochs and report the mean and the
standard deviation of the evaluation results of the network
in the last 10 epochs.
We use Mix-up [44], a simple augmentation method
that has shown to have great impact on performance and
generalization, in MTG-Jamendo experiments as it showed
to increase the performance in our preliminary experiments.
In contrast, Mix-up did not show performance gains in our
preliminary experiments on OpenMIC dataset, therefore the
experiments on OpenMIC do not use Mix-up.
For evaluation we use Precision-Recall Area Under Curve
(PR-AUC)3 as a metric on both datasets. PR-AUC is used
since it takes the predictions probability as an input and
takes into account all the possible prediction thresholds. We
calculate PR-AUC per class and report the macro average
over all the classes/tags. This metric was also used in the
MediaEval benchmark which allows us to compare with the
baseline results and the other approaches.
We additionally report the F-score on OpenMIC to com-
pare with the published approaches on this dataset. It’s worth
noting that Gururani et al. [4] report the average F-score
between the positive and negative class of each instrument
and then averaged for all instruments. While in [16] and
[5]4, the F-score is calculated per class and averaged for all
instruments. We will report both.
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(a) Testing F-Score of CNNs on OpenMIC dataset.
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(b) Testing PR-AUC of CNNs on OpenMIC dataset.
Fig. 3: Evaluation Results of CNNs on OpenMIC dataset.
VI. RESULTS
A. Emotion and Theme Detection in Music
Figure 2 shows the PR-AUC for the studied CNNs (Sec-
tion IV) on MTG-Jamendo Dataset (Section III-A) for differ-
ent RF configurations. The figure shows that the optimal RF
size for ResNet and VGG is around 100 pixels. Networks
with smaller or larger RF size degrade in performance
quickly. However, the figure shows that Shake-Shake reg-
ularization diminishes the performance loss in the absence
of RF-regularization on this dataset.
Table III shows the comparison of the results of the state-
of-the-art approaches Emotion and Theme Recognition in
Music approaches as described in Section III-A. We compare
with single models. The table shows that all RF regularized
CNNs achieve a higher performance without pre-training or
stacking more complex architectures on the CNNs output.
Method PR_AUC
SS ResNetRF=167 .1387±.0015
ResNetRF=87 .1317±.0016
VGGRF=71 .1309±.0011
Sukhavasi and Adapa [33] .1259
Amiriparian et al [34] .1175
VGG baseline [30] .1077
TABLE III: Performance comparison of the state-of-the-art
on the test set of MTG-Jamendo Dataset
B. Instrument Recognition
Figures 3a and 3b show F-score and PR-AUC on the
OpenMIC dataset (see Section III-B). The figures show that
the optimal RF for ResNet and VGG is is approximately
between 40 pixels and 100. In addition, their performance
degrades rapidly as the RF size of the networks grows or
3 it’s also called ”average precision“
4https://github.com/cosmir/openmic-2018/blob/
master/examples/modeling-baseline.ipynb
shrinks beyond this range. Similar to the results on the MTG-
Jemando Dataset, using Shake-Shake diminishes the negative
effect of increasing the RF of the CNNs.
Table IV shows the comparison of the state-of-the-art
approaches for instrument tagging in polyphonic music ap-
proaches on the OpenMIC dataset. For a description of the
approaches see Section III-B. We show that RF-regularized
ResNet achieves comparable performance without using ex-
ternal larger datasets or stacking additional models. While by
using both RF and Shake-Shake regularization we achieve a
better performance than the currently published work.
Method PR_AUC F-scoreb F-scorea
VGGRF=71 .806±.002 .801±.002 .839±.002
ResNetRF=55 .819±.001 .809±.003 .847±.002
SS ResNetRF=135 .831±.000 .822±.001 .855±.002
Castel-Branco [42] .701 - -
Anhari [16] - - .83c
Gururani [4] - .81c -
Baseline [5] .795 .785 .826
a Classical F-score as used in [5], [16]
b Average of the F-score of the positive and negative class
per instrument as proposed in [4]
c Indicates that the number is approximately read from
the figures in the referenced papers
TABLE IV: Performance Comparison of the state-of-the-art
on the test set of OpenMIC.
C. Generalization Analysis
Figures 2 and 3 show that ResNet tends to outperform
VGG when both architectures have the same RF size across
most RF configurations, in a way that agrees their perfor-
mance in the vision domain. The figures show that using
RF-regularization is crucial for the architectures performance
and generalization on the unseen test sets, especially in the
absence of strong regularization such as Shake-Shake. These
results are in accordance with the findings of Koutini et
al. [19] on acoustic scene classification datasets.
We compare the training loss with testing loss in Figure 4
for the studied CNNs over different RF size configurations
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(a) Training loss of the CNNs on MTG-Jamendo
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(b) Testing loss of the CNNs on MTG-Jamendo
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(c) Training Loss of CNNs on OpenMIC dataset.
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(d) Testing Loss of CNNs on OpenMIC dataset.
Fig. 4: Comparing the training and the testing loss of different CNNs
on both datasets. As a rule, we see that that the training loss
decreases with the increase of the RF size, which indicates
increasing the CNN ability to fit the training data. However,
this does not translate and generalize to the testing data as
seen by the testing loss increase when the RF size goes
beyond an optimal range. The figure also shows that Shake-
Shake reduces the testing loss increase w.r.t RF size increase
as it hinders overfitting the training data. As a side effect,
however, using the Shake-Shake regularization, SS ResNet
requires a larger RF than the optimal RF-size range of
ResNet and VGG on these datasets.
We observe that the training loss of the VGG architecture
increases on larger RF sizes on the MTG-Jemando dataset.
We believe this is due to the architecture design (explained
in Section IV ). In other words, the RF increases with deeper
VGG networks, and deeper VGGs suffer from the vanishing
gradient and this partially prevent the network from fitting
the training data. Remarkably, this translated to a slight
testing performance increase on this dataset. However, we
don’t see the same effect on the OpenMIC.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analysed two regularization methods for
CNN architectures, namely RF regularization and Shake-
Shake regularization. Our results suggests that common deep
unregularized CNNs – which, as we showed, have a larger
RF – tend to overfit on the training data and therefore per-
form poorly on test data. We showed that RF-regularization is
crucial for improving the generalisation of such architectures
on the musical tasks. Additionally, we demonstrated the
potential of Shake-Shake regularization on the investigated
tasks, and reducing the overfitting. Finally, we showed that
by combining the two regularizations, we can achieve state-
of-the-art performance, without using pre-trained models on
larger datasets, or using complex modules such as attention.
Based on these results, we offer our regularized CNNs as a
new baseline for the investigated datasets.
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